Kevin Asbjörnson is an executive educator who inspires creativity and productivity in organizations throughout the world.
Kevin Asbjörnson, MIM, is an international executive educator, keynote inspirational speaker, Yamaha® Artist, contemporary pianist, international recording artist, and the author of The Eight Keys to Inspired Leadership™. His Artistry of Leadership - Creating Meaningful Connections® keynote is an interactive and dynamic experience unlike any other you have ever seen or heard about.

With his piano as the focal point and his music as the platform, Kevin draws parallels between the competencies of performing artists and business leaders. Through journaling, reflection and dialog, Kevin awakens you to your “emotional intelligence” and reveals your powers of focus, interpretation, visioning and listening. His music, message and insights will inspire creativity, collaboration and productivity that drive significant, long-term improvement in business performance for your organization.

Leverage Kevin’s extraordinarily unique paradigm for leadership to bring lasting transformational impact to your organization:

- Unlock your leadership’s intrinsic creative potential
- Discover how to lead by inspiration that sparks imagination, which triggers innovation
- Achieve unprecedented teamwork and organizational synergy
- Experience breakthroughs in productivity
- Enhance and accelerate business performance